
Strategic Planning Committee 

Meeting of March 14, 2016 

9:45 a.m. EST/8:45 a.m. CST/7:45 a.m. MST/6:45 a.m. PST 

By Telephone Conference Call 

Call-in number: 866-740-1260 
Access code: 9286317 

 

Committee Members: Lisa Shulman, MD, Chair; Kevin Goodno ex officio; Jane Ransom ex officio; Jeffrey 
Rosenfeld, MD; Martin Shenkman; Gordon Smith, MD; Ben Utecht 

Guests (observers): ABF Strategic Planning consultants, ABF staff 

 

AGENDA 

8:45 CST Welcome and review objectives for today’s meeting (Dr. Shulman) 

 Update on progress to date 
 Review Henrichs & Associates recommendations on business model 
 Agree on outcomes for March 25th meeting 

 
8:50      Strategic planning progress report (Jane Ransom) 

 

 Program/Funding 

 Business Model 
 Philanthropic Assessment  

8:55  Business Model conclusions & recommendations (Kathy Henrichs & Gail Thomason) 

9:35  Introduce idea for new ABF business platform   

9:45      Adjourn  

The purpose of the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) is to develop, on behalf of and in consultation and 

collaboration with the ABF Board, executive staff, and broader ABF community, a five year strategic plan for the 

foundation. In doing so, the SPC will review and recommend revisions to the ABF’s mission and vision as necessary, 

as well as identify key strategic goals that the ABF should focus on over the next five years. 



 

 

 

 

1 American Brain Foundation 
2 Strategic Planning Committee Meeting 
3 February 8, 2016 
4 Held via Teleconference 
5  
6  
7 Call to order: February 8, 2016 at 8:45 a.m. (Central) by Dr. Shulman, Chair 
8  
9 In attendance: Kevin P. Goodno; Jeffrey Rosenfeld, MD; Martin Shenkman; Lisa 
10 Shulman, MD, Chair; A. Gordon Smith, MD; Ben Utecht 
11  
12 Staff: Jane Ransom; Suzi Sherman 
13  
14 Guests: Lela Diaz, consultant at Carter Companies; Kathleen Henrichs, consultant 
15 at Henrichs & Associates; Linda Hall, consultant at Coachange 
16  
17 1.  Welcome and review of objectives for meeting 
18  
19 2. Strategic planning progress report: Jane is convening with Dr. John  
20 Morris and several other neurologists who specialize in Lewy Body Dementia  
21 to develop funding opportunities that can be presented to a potential donor in  
22 Vancouver. 
23  
24 Jane is also working on a strategic narrative that will provide a picture of 
25 what the foundation will look like 5 years from now based on the feedback  
26 from the Board at the September retreat. 
27  
28 Business model update: Henrichs & Associates are continuing to interview 
29 the list of 15 organizations. 
30  
31 Philanthropic assessment update: Carter Companies will be sending out a 
32 direct mail in the next few weeks testing 5 different messages. They are also  
33 conducting interviews with individuals and organizations to test the case  
34 statement. If you have a contact at the Robert Woods Johnson Foundation,  
35 please let Jane know. 
36  
37 3. Signature program update: Ben is working with Dr. Jeffrey Kutcher to create a 
38 proposal for an ABF signature program and will present it to the committee at  
39 the next meeting. 
40  
41 Committee members agreed that we need to determine how this program will be 
42 linked to the ABF’s research goals. 
43  
44 4. Objectives for upcoming meetings: To synthesize emerging data and 
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1 analysis into recommendations to bring to the April ABF board meeting.  
2 We should consider whether to invite key individuals from the 
3  
4 Academy to the March 25 meeting to discuss collaboration opportunities. We 
5 should invite Dr. Griggs to the meeting to discuss in further detail the ABF’s 
6 research funding priorities. 
7  
8 5. Estate planning publications as a tactic in ABF education and 
9 fundraising: Marty Shenkman will be publishing a book about financial and  
10 estate planning for people living with neurologic disease by the end of 2016. The  
11 book will have chapters focused on the top brain diseases and include quotes  
12 from patients and neurologists. Marty would like to work with Jane to identify  
13 neurologists and patients to feature. 
14  
15  
16 Adjourned at 9:45 a.m. CST. 
17  
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American Brain Foundation Strategic Evaluation 
 

HENRICHS & ASSOCIATES CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Henrichs & Associates was delighted to work with the American Brain Foundation (ABF) on this strategic 
evaluation.  We were asked to identify best practices of medical foundations, both those linked to medical 
associations as well as disease-specific (voluntary health) organizations.  The purpose was to help ABF 
determine a business model that fosters both independence and effectiveness in fulfilling its mission, 
understanding that there will be a transition process in achieving this model.   
 
Data sources used included (1) interviews of ABF, American Academy of Neurology (AAN), and American 
Academy of Neurology Institute (AANI), Board members and staff (attached as Appendix A), and (2) 
examinations of five foundations linked to professional medical associations as well as seven voluntary health 
organizations (VHOs), through research as well as interviews of senior staff at each organization (attached as 
Appendix B).  
 
Our overall synthesis and summary of these data appear below as conclusions, followed by 
recommendations.  The reader is encouraged to review the data carefully for additional conclusions.  The 
recommendations are based on all of the data sources described, plus our own experience working with 
foundations, including those that are related to membership organizations.   
 

FILL UNIQUE NICHE 

Conclusion #1A – The field is crowded with organizations engaged in research; they respect AAN’s 
expertise but are split over the question of its entry into philanthropy. 
 
AAN has Expertise and is Already Involved 

 AAN works with disease-specific organizations in revising clinical practice guidelines, using AAN-
developed standards for quality of care, FDA guidance process (ALS) 

 Senior staff of disease-specific organizations attend AAN conferences, find meetings valuable 

 AAN has no major role in funding research, but has content expertise and access 
o 29,000 experts 
o real-time, ongoing academic and clinical information 

 
All Disease-Specific Organizations Engage in Research 

 “Power is in our science, our brand and our grassroots” 

 Research (and support to patients and families) drives donations 

 Research provides organizational credibility when engaged in advocacy  
o “Otherwise we are just asking others to fix things.”  

 Crowded field with many well-established organizations 
o High profile, successful organizations chasing donor dollars 

 
Doubts:  

 “Business to Business” vs. “Business to Consumer” 
o It is not easy to turn from B-to-B (AAN) to B-to-C (ABF) 
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o Space is crowded, there is only so much “market” available -- what is an organization like ABF 
going to pursue if not B-to-B? 

o Curious why ABF is going forward facing (to consumer)? 
o Understand that donors have to see impact of their funds on the ground 

 Where is the Need?  What is Missing?  
o “There are a lot of neurological disease-specific organizations, many of us are already talking 

about cross-cutting research (particularly ALS, Alzheimer’s, MS, Parkinson’s) that we should 
be funding together, so what is missing that AAN feels the need to establish another 
foundation that will compete with everyone else?“ 

 “1.4 million nonprofits in the US, 43 ALS organizations “ (ALS Association convenes periodically) 

 How will ABF be different than the Federal BRAIN Initiative? 

 Conveners already exist:   
o National Health Council, Research America become conveners when we need them  

 
Conclusion #1B – If ABF offers an opportunity to ‘make something happen’ that solves problems, it will be 
welcome by VHOs. 
 
Voices for Collaboration: 

 Foundations willing to work together to achieve common objectives, do so frequently 

 Very intentional, must provide something we cannot do, or harder to do, alone 
o “We try not to get distracted from our goals/strategies when considering collaboration” 

 “We look for partners who can Make Things Happen” 
o Chosen by common interest & ability to drive our mission, not by organization/name 

 Important role foundations can play in being a neutral gatherer, “marriage-maker” 
o Forced marriages never work 
o Creating environments where people see each other on a regular basis & then realize they 

are collaborating does work 

 Convene people around issues 
o “Industry only communicates when they have problems, we help solve those problems” 

 
Opportunity: 

 Potential that these diseases have underlying science, if not common elements 

 ABF staking out a position on talking broadly to the public has benefit even if we (VHOs) are not 
going to change variety of groups talking about different things  

 “We have moved from focusing on disease (stroke) to health (brain)” (AHA/ASA) 

 “Corporate sponsors prefer to be for something (heart) rather than against something (stroke)” 

 Disease – and its effect on the personal -- is a motivating factor 

 Data-driven decisions:  How many people will this help? 

 Clinical Trials – both systemic site issues and patient recruitment issues  
o Disease-specific groups have large pool of potential patients to publicize need 
o ABF has access to medical infrastructure to think through application/approval process 

 “Trying to find private-sector solutions to public health problems” 
o Ex:  “X Prize for Housing Options: come up with housing solutions for 3 categories of adults 

with autism, the services and supports they need” 
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Add Value: 

 “Last 3 years, our foundation has published a trend report on federal and private funding on specialty 
training and research.   It is shared with our membership organization -- they use if for advocacy -- 
and we report on our website.  It shows where gaps need to be filled and is a leadership service that 
makes the foundation valuable, raising our visibility.” (RRF) 

 “We now co-chair a coalition of organizations that fund research and training because of the 
program work we have done.” (RRF)   

 
Conclusion #1C – Transformational Programming Drives Fundraising, Enthusiasm and Collaboration 

 Leadership comes from providing unique product or service, solving others’ problems 

 “Our future will be in partnership, in collaboration and relationships that can inspire something 
different and new – keep your eyes on that.”  

 Cannot fundraise in a vacuum or as a pass-through organization – product or service must be offered. 
 
Recommendation #1 - Provide product(s) and/or services that are viewed as new and/or invaluable by 
others (the public, VHOs, corporations) and by AAN members. 
 

***** 
 

RELATIONSHIP WITH LINKED MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 

(The data for Conclusion 1A comes from internal interviews of AAN/AANI/ABF leadership, while the data for 

Conclusions 1B-1D comes from both internal and external interviews with senior staff at foundations linked 

to medical associations.) 

Conclusion #2A – AAN has created, and is investing in, ABF with the expectation that it will succeed.  
 
AAN Investment: 

 $4.8M from 2015-2019 

 Leadership & staff spent time & effort creating ABF (establishing Board, hiring Executive Director) 
 
AAN/AANI and ABF Board member and staff interviews revealed: 

 Delivering high quality care requires innovation, new research 

 AAN members have a passion, personal commitment for making an impact in the neurological 
disease area but ABF can provide better tools to meet that commitment 

 ABF needs AAN’s intellectual property – access to professionals 
o AAN has issue/scientific expertise as to what needs funding 

 If ABF can demonstrate success, it will bring added credibility to AAN while helping members 

 Fear that ABF will become less aligned with AAN over time 
 
Conclusion #2B  -- Current AAN member confusion as to differences among ABF, AAN and AANI, and low 
external awareness of ABF as an organization apart from AAN, make it imperative for the organizations to 
act in concert and send consistent, unified messages about their sister organizations. 
AAN/AANI and ABF Board member and staff interviews revealed: 
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 Lines between the 3 organizations are blurry 

 AAN rank and file is not clear on the differences among the organizations 

 Missions of the 3 organizations, while different, need to be aligned 
 

Conclusion #2C – In a transition from the current relationship (AAN as parent and supporter of start-up 
ABF) to a new relationship (AAN and ABF as independent, yet close collaborators), trust and transparency 
between the parties is essential for success. 
 

 History, tradition, mindset, color current efforts 

 Professional association (focused on individual advancement) vs. philanthropy (humanitarian need) 
creates inherent conflict among organizations 

 Perceived threat to revenue: 
o View that AANI will be harmed 
o View that ABF cannot approach industry 
o Zero-sum view rather than ‘growing the pie’ 

 Other foundations linked to medical associations work more seamlessly because they have 
overlapping staff 

 ABF is the only foundation linked to a medical association that is solely publicly facing and not 
predominantly aimed at the profession 

o This creates a higher degree of difficulty, necessitating a more explicit effort 
 
Conclusion #2D – It is the foundation’s (ABF) responsibility to understand what is occurring at the 
association (AAN) and it is in the association’s (AAN) responsibility to provide opportunities for the 
foundation (ABF) to do so. 
 
Other Foundations linked to Medical Associations made it clear that, (1) as the smaller organization, it was 
incumbent upon them to understand their Medical Association, and (2) it was the Medical Association’s 
responsibility to facilitate cooperation, foster that understanding and assist in the success of the Foundation. 
 
Foundation-Medical Association Relationship 

 We (philanthropy) can talk fluently about them (membership association) but not vice versa 

 Sometimes their internal things are not useful, but we share lessons learned and collaboration has 
increased over time.  We jump in to help where we can.  

 We are respectful that we are a cog in a large machine.  

 Foundation ED is considered a member of our Executive Team 

 It has taken several years to get the staff balance right 
 
Conclusion #2E – External relations with potential corporate donors can be sticky, but must be addressed 
(head on). 
Other Foundations linked to Medical Associations revealed that Corporate Relations can be a particularly 
tricky issue to navigate between their medical association and their foundation. 
 

 From the corporate (donor) perspective:   
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o Different organizations in same building asking corporation for support can get confusing & 
annoying for them.  They want one agreement with a large gift and we (foundation and 
association) figure it out, but association doesn’t like that approach much. 
 

 From association/foundation perspective:   
o Can’t have one area asking for money while another is on the attack 

 Foundation going to ask for corporate money and afraid association was going to 
send harsh letter citing policy to corporation – difference between disagreeing with 
corporation and treating them as an enemy. (We worked it out with a phone call.) 

o Don’t worry about zero-sum donations – corporations spend on both foundation & association 
without choosing one over the other (we have found) 

 Solutions (used by others): 
o Association staff in Corporate Relations shares everything with foundation ED 
o Senior staff leadership:  heads of association, foundation & corp relations all need to be in the loop  

 Most corporations are set up with philanthropic and sponsorship arms.  
o Ex:  One foundation said it can get to CEOs and high-level folks, so they are the best contacts 

for the association as a whole.  Otherwise we (the association) just get an advertising 
representative or someone who doesn’t understand strategic alignment.   

 
Recommendation #2- Create structural relationship with AAN/AANI to ensure synergy, collaboration, trust, 
transparency, increasing growth, and success for all three organizations.  Organizational interrelationships 
must be designed to provide incentives for working together.  Formal structures are in place to bolster 
development of trusting, transparent relationships. 
 
Recommendation #2A – Leadership Cross-Fertilization: 

 Board: each Board (AAN & ABF) has 3 members from the other organization (2 voting, 1 non-voting) 
o Incoming leader of each organization (President Elect or VP, depending on succession rules 

of Board) so they become familiar with the other organization early in their tenure 
o Current leader should participate (or second rising leader if current leader too busy) 
o Executive Director of each organization sits as ex officio, non-voting member of other’s Board 
o Ensures information flows both ways:  ABF to AAN and AAN to ABF 

 ABF should be used as a training ground for AAN leadership, not reliant on past leaders 

 ABF Research Advisory Committee: 
o Chair, an AAN member & leader, is ex officio ABF Board member   
o Leaders in their fields 
o AAN members (with rare exceptions permitted) 
o Combination of academic and clinical perspectives 
o Ensures continuing connection of AAN with ABF AND capitalizes on scientific expertise of 

AAN for the benefit of ABF 
 
Recommendation #2B – Staffing: 

 Executive Team of AAN includes Executive Director of ABF, who participates fully in Executive Staff 
meetings of AAN/AANI 

 Corporate Relations Team implemented:  Executive Directors and corporate relations/fundraising 
Executive Staff of each organization (AAN, AANI and ABF) of AAN, ABF meet regularly (not ad hoc) 
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o Ensures issues are raised and addressed in a timely manner with all decision-makers present 
o Ensures highest likelihood of success with outside corporations for all sister organizations 

and reduces risk of misstep 
 
 
Recommendation #2C - Fundraising: 

 Contractual relationship created to align fundraising interests, so no matter which entity approaches 
a donor, all entities benefit 

 Formal structure with fundraising by each organization benefiting the others 
o Reciprocal formula negotiated for how unrestricted dollars raised by one might be shared by 

the other during the contract term 
 

***** 

DELIBERATE TRANSITION 
 
Conclusion #3A – Focus and Discipline are necessary. 
 
All interviews indicated certain necessities:   

 Have Clarity of Purpose 
o One VHO said, “we have really focused on drawing a hard line from activity to impact:”  

 “informed, continuous improvement is used as a discipline across our organization” 
 “how a tactic fills a strategy that relates to a goal, & the goal actually changing lives” 

o Leading & Lagging Indicators:  What will inform us?  

 Focus, Focus, Focus 
o Board and Staff (must do so) 

 Goals are Outcome-Oriented, not Process-Oriented  

 Different Board Expertise Required of Professional, vs. Philanthropic, Organization 
 
Conclusion #3B -- Creating a successful foundation takes time.  
Every organization, especially the foundations associated with medical associations, said that success takes 
time: 

 “Moving from membership organization to philanthropic organization takes time” 

 “Getting marketing/communications message correct took time” 

 “Getting Board composition correct took time” 

 Staffing 
o “Took 3-4 years to get communications right – had to separate because we are not a 

membership organization, but are a charitable one and waters got muddied” 

 “Because of our history we have people waiting and watching; they want to believe, but don’t quite 
yet.  Keep a positive attitude and prove it.” (Medical Association-related Foundation) 

 Gaining trust of players – potential collaborators (foundations, industry) does not happen overnight 
 
Recommendation #3 – Patience and Perseverance are required.  Provide measures of impact that are not 
only process-oriented but are outcome-oriented to achieve success. 
 

KEYS TO SUCCESS 
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Budget Must Look Compelling to Donors 

 No more than 25% of budget should go towards Administration and Fundraising, 75% to Programs 
o Michael J. Fox Foundation: administration 3%, fundraising 8% since inception (lowest) 

 Donors must feel that their dollars are accomplishing something, not going to overhead 
 
 
Storytelling not “Communications”  

 Translate complex subject matter into compelling, relatable words and images 

 “Most of our communications people are not from the industry -- we do in-house training in terms of 
science if need be” 

 Communications people need to be able to convey story to the public in first paragraph, second 
paragraph is complex (what we are doing, why we are different, what progress we are trying to 
make) – becomes a robust group effort” 

 “Moral imperative not enough – stop being angry people don’t put us first and find the value 
proposition to sell the story”  

 
Make Things Happen 
 
Bigger is Not Necessarily Better 

 Because then you have to manage it 
Stick to Core Competency, Don’t Try to do Everything 
 
Keep Board Small, Focused and Providing Desired Skills & Expertise  

 Small:   
o Best practice is to keep Board on the small side – 6-12, no more than 15 
o “Boards that are too large require too much time of senior leadership & staff, waste 

resources” 

 Ensure Board Development: 
o Understanding of fiduciary obligation 
o Differences between philanthropy and membership association 
o Nature of alignment with AAN/AANI 
o Role of Board member: direction and oversight, not operations  

 Recruit individuals for specific expertise needed 
o Many Boards “originally populated with people affected by a disease who brought passion 

but not necessarily expertise”  
o Include measurable goals and a reviewable action plan for each member that is agreed to 

when they are nominated to Board 

 “Board needs to focus on governance, NOT on the business of the organization – cannot get too ‘in 
the weeds’” 

 
Recommendation #4 – Remember – and periodically revisit -- the keys to success. 
 

***** 
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American Brain Foundation 

Appendix A 

Strategic Evaluation:  AAN/AANI & ABF Board Member and Staff Interviews 

 November - December, 2015 

 

As part of the American Brain Foundation (ABF) strategic evaluation, 5 Board members, 5 

AAN/AANI staff, and ABF staff were interviewed by phone to solicit their impressions of the 

ABF, including  the difference between the missions of ABF, the American Academy of 

Neurology (AAN) and the American Academy of Neurology Institute (AANI), synergies and 

potential conflicts among the organizations, the value of having ABF affiliated with AAN and 

what they believe must happen for ABF to be successful.  

 
Interviewees: 
Terrance Cascino, MD, President, AAN, Board member, ABF 
Timothy Engel, CFO, AAN 
Kevin Goodno, JD, Chair, ABF Board 
Robert Griggs, MD, Vice Chair, ABF Board, former President, AAN 
Amy Kaliodes, Director, Advocacy, AAN 
Jason Kopinski, Chief Membership, Communications & Publications Officer, AAN 
Christine Phelps, AANI Deputy Executive Director 
Jane Ransom, Executive Director, ABF 
Lauren Ross, Senior Manager, Major Gifts, ABF 
Cathy Rydell, CEO, AAN, Board member, ABF 
Ralph Sacco, MD, President-Elect, AAN 
Suzi Sherman, Senior Manager, Administration, ABF 
Ben Utecht, Board member, ABF 
Chloe Walbruch, Associate, Development & Administration, ABF 
Marlys Weyandt, Annual Fund Manager, ABF 
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MISSION:  What do you see as the difference between the missions of ABF and AANI? 
 

MISSION OF AAN AND AANI IDENTICAL (Unanimous View)   
 
AAN/AANI MISSION:  BE INDISPENSABLE TO MEMBERS 
 
AAN: HELP NEUROLOGISTS DELIVER HIGH-VALUE/HIGH QUALITY PATIENT-CENTERED 
CARE AND MEMBER CAREER SATISFACTION 
 Science and education for members 
 Lobby Congress 
 Increase reimbursement 
 
AAN: PROVIDE PROGRAMS & SERVICES THAT SUPPORT THE PRACTICE OF NEUROLOGY 
 Trade association for neurologists that advances the profession and supports members 
 Always focus on the value proposition for membership; second, develop programs, products, 
services to help the neurologist 
 
AAN RELATIONSHIP WITH PATIENTS EVOLVING 
 Neurology Now (magazine), patient outreach historically secondary 
  In the past we depended on members to give out products to patients (ex: magazine) but 
seeing evolution where AAN is moving more directly to patients, developing more patient-public 
resources 

o Ex:  Used to bulk drop magazine to member offices, now 500,000 subscribers, with 3 
reads per magazine, reaches 1.5M people and now we want to see individual patients 
and caregivers ask for the magazine 

 
AAN NO MAJOR ROLE IN FUNDING RESEARCH 
 
AANI THRU RELATIONSHIPS WITH INDUSTRY & OTHER FINANCIAL SUPPORTS WILL FUND 
CLINICAL TRAINING FELLOWSHIPS 
 
ABF: RAISE MONEY TO CURE BRAIN DISEASE 
 
ABF WILL RAISE MONEY FROM DEEP POCKETS – VENTURE CAPITAL 
 
ABF FOCUSED ON PATIENTS AND DISEASE 
 Find a cure for brain disease 
 Have a significant and monumental impact in the lives of all people on the planet 
 Provide direct grants 

 
ABF WILL RAISE BIGGER MONEY FOR HIGH PRIORITY, INNOVATIVE, IMPACTFUL RESEARCH 
INSTEAD OF SUPPORTING CAREER DEVELOPMENT FOR YOUNG INVESTIGATORS 
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ABF ESTABLISHED FOR RAISING SUPPORT FOR NEUROLOGIC RESEARCH AND FOR RELATING TO 
GENERAL PUBLIC 
 Make public aware of issues of neurology as it relates to brain research and health 
 
AAN RANK & FILE NOT CLEAR ON THE DIFFERENCES, LEADERSHIP UNDERSTANDS 
 Historically members who donated to ABF did so to enhance education for profession (bring 
residents to annual meeting, etc., not just research) 

 
BLURRY LINES BETWEEN THE THREE ORGANIZATIONS 
 
AANI/ABF BIT OF OVERLAP BY DESIGN 
  ABF advancing treatments and cures for neurologic disease, so supporting research to get to 
that point, while AANI is supporting the researcher’s career 
 
AANI SUPPORTING RESEARCHER’S CAREER 
  AANI develop systems and supports, ways to i.d. gaps and needs that are happening in funding 

o Ex: AANI might have services to help, but might i.d. that NIH funding is down and we 
need to find funding source; ABF might be part of that source but if ABF not interested 
in that research, AANI will go anywhere it needs to go to get that funding 

o While AANI can’t be funding source for everything ABF does, ABF may have different 
funding/research goals 

 
AANI: SUPPORT MEMBER RESEARCH FROM BENCH TO BEDSIDE & TRANSLATIONAL ASPECTS; 
ABF: PEOPLE WAITING FOR THEM TO SAY WHO THEY ARE 
 
ALIGN MISSIONS SO THAT BOARD AND CONSTITUENCY SAY WE HAVE GONE THROUGH 
COMPREHENSIVE, THOUGHTFUL STRATEGIC PROCESS  
  So we can say: 

o We are going in the right direction  -or 
o We are  going in the right direction with enhancements  - or 
o We are going to try a new direction by piloting some new things  - or 
o We are going to make a shift and then get  behind our decision and give it a fair chance 

 
***** 

 
VALUE:  What do you see as the value of having ABF affiliated with AAN? 
 

ABF COULDN’T EXIST WITHOUT AAN 
 Expertise as to what needs funding 
 Ability to identify potential donors and Board members – 50% or more – will come from some 
contact with neurologists 
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 ABF is meant to serve the interests of the AAN – AAN wants to better serve patients 
 
iNTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
 ABF access to neurologists/professionals 

o They are the ones most closely connected to diseases 
o Expertise in best research opportunities 
o Connections to patients with brain disease 

 Members’ ideas, potential breakthroughs of our professionals in value to ABF 
 Shared knowledge 
 
EDUCATING THE PUBLIC  
 Public doesn’t know to see a neurologist, so more educated public is about their role the better 
 Enhanced credibility because no one realizes the affiliation and means that more than one 
organization working on the issues 
 Having people understand neurology and the discipline, problems patients face, is great 
 If ABF successful, will raise level of awareness of what a neurologist is – experts on the brain 
 
INNOVATIONS AND NEW DISCOVERIES TO GIVE TO MEMBERS WHO CAN DELIVER HIGHER 
QUALITY CARE TO PATIENTS 
 
PRESTIGE/BUY IN  
 Having buy-in from professionals we are trying to impact gives credence to ABF’s work 

 
FUNDS FROM AAN ALLOWS ABF TO DO THINGS SMALL FOUNDATIONS TYPICALLY 
CANNOT DO 
 Ex: Technology – constituency database has every bell and whistle available, allowing ABF to 
track, communicate with donors 
 
VALUE TO AAN: IF ABF DOING GREAT THINGS, FUNDING PROJECTS, DEVELOP BRAND  
 If ABF can demonstrate success, develop brand recognition, programs AAN does not have, 
provides huge value to AAN-ABF association  
 Finding money for a cure has a trickle-down effect on clinicians and we don’t have time to 
monitor this day-to-day 
 Bring additional credibility to AAN – fact that it is pubic-focused is helpful to AAN 
 
FUNDING/AWARENESS 
 Alumni/donors/physicians are the volunteers that can help ABF reach funders – use AAN 
members to promote activities to the public – can’t ignore them along the way 
 AAN can raise awareness of disease and encourage public pressure for research – neurologic 
diseases will bankrupt us, huge burden of medical costs 
 
WALTER MONDALE HONORARY ABF CHAIR; ACCESS FOR AAN WOULD BE VALUABLE 
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***** 
 
SYNERGIES:  What do you see as the synergies between ABF, AAN and AANI?  

 
ANYTHING ABF DOES TO DRAW PUBLIC ATTENTION TO NEUROLOGY HELPS AAN 
 
DELIVERING HIGH QUALITY CARE REQUIRES INNOVATION, NEW RESEARCH 
 Lack of funding (government or private) so raising funds for neurologic research important 
 All types of research that transform practices allowing members to deliver high quality care 
 
PASSION:  NEED FOR MAKING AN IMPACT IN THE NEUROLOGICAL DISEASE ARENA 
 
EDUCATION OF PUBLIC 
 ABF educating the public:  getting them to understand prevalence of disease and benefit of 
neurologic professionals as best to treat and diagnose disease 
 
AAN ISSUE EXPERTISE  
 Statistical information that can be used for messaging 
 Personnel with subject matter expertise that ABF staff does not yet have 
 Science Committee: vision of research is ambitious, expensive and broad-based 
 
BRING DIFFERENT EXPERTISE INTO ARENA  - YET HAVE SCIENTIFIC EXPERTISE AVAILABLE 
 Messaging: raising profile of prevalence of brain disease, need for funding 
 Fundraising: if government and others not doing it, public needs to 
 
AAN HIGH-LEVEL GOAL IS TO PROMOTE MEMBER INVOLVEMENT IN NEUROLOGIC RESEARCH 
 As ABF successful, care improves 
 
ADVOCACY 
 Potential to feed information to donors – including great research – and energize donors to 
both give more money and advance advocacy agenda  
 Steady flow of people in DC to keep brain on the radar, fine 
 Story campaign to get people to talk about impact of brain disease does well 
 Platform to send Twitter messages/tag Congress great (old-fashioned email campaign not good) 
 Co-locating Hill day – taking neurologists and non-professionals a possibility 
 
DIVISION-BY-DIVISION AT AAN 
 Potential synergies at every level if handled correctly:  yin-yang 
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NEUROLOGISTS’ FOCUS, PERSONAL COMMITMENT, CAREER IS TRYING TO ACHIEVE WHAT ABF IS 
DOING – ABF CAN PROVIDE BETTER TOOLS TO MEET THAT COMMITMENT 
 
ABF HAS TO LOOK TO DO SOMETHING AAN CAN’T DO OR HAS CHOSEN NOT TO DO 
 Synergy when whole is greater than parts: 1+1=3; If 1+1=2, then just adding more things  
 
WHEN ABF HAS BRAND RECOGNITION THAT IS SOMEHOW DIFFERENT FROM AAN THAT ALLOWS 
AAN TO DEMONSTRATE VALUE OF PROFESSIONAL TO PATIENTS 
 
HOT TOPIC: CONCUSSION 
 Experts not necessarily speaking to the public 
 AAN operates under umbrella of medical evidence, credibility and scientific knowledge is 
evolving – but example where ABF can be more liberal in its decision-making and education, 
leadership  

o Lead on education/awareness, can be used to explain where neurologist – not 
pediatrician – fits in 

 
BOARD 
 Take strengths of AAN with visionary brain experts and combine and balance with successful 
people in business, PR, marketing and fundraising – bring creative minds to the table to think 
outside typical medical sphere 
 

 
***** 

 
 
CONFLICTS:  What do you see as the potential conflicts between ABF, AAN and AANI?  
 

INHERENT:  PROFESSIONAL ADVANCEMENT VS. HUMANITARIAN NEED  
 Not mutually exclusive but don’t work in tandem in implementation 
 When leadership crosses with separate goals hard/impossible to serve both well 
 
IF ABF DOES NOT RAISE MONEY AND AAN ASKED TO KEEP SUPPORTING IT 
 Would public members and/or donors understand if AAN says no more?  

 
ABF SO SUCCESSFUL THEY LINK WITH OTHERS, BECOME LESS ALIGNED WITH AAN 
 
APPLYING PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION BUSINESS MODEL TO PHILANTHROPIC ENTITY 
 Execution of day-to-day business different, staff needs different 
 ABN so successful, against human nature to trust little engine/ABF 
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HISTORY/TRADITION/MINDSET 
 Past attempts to reinvent ABF color current efforts - angst 
 Desire of members to go back to old model with 3 organizations on top of each other 
 Comfort with status quo 
 Staff conflict as ABF steps outside norm of what has been done for 15 years 

 
BOARD OVERLAP 
 Professional association perspective overly influences decision-making 

o Having AAN CEO ex officio generates undue influence due to interlocking Boards 
 Lack of foundation/philanthropic expertise, including fundraising, on Board 
 Need to diversify Board vs. reducing AAN control over ABF 
 If choosing between AAN and ABF performing functions, interlocking Board will default to AAN 
 
ACCESS TO AAN STAFF, EXPERTISE 
 ABF comes second to AAN needs, yet AAN staff time assigned and funds allocated to ABF 
without accountability or results required, lots of confusion 
 Want ABF to be independent but get uncomfortable that staff does not know what they are 
doing and so want everything routed through AAN staff – creates “weirdness” 
 
AAN VIEWPOINT THAT ABF ROLE PURELY TO GO RAISE MONEY 
 Staffing structure created without program or marketing people  
 ABF lacks ability to choose research programs 
 
INTERACTION WITH PHARMA, DEVICE AND MEDICAL COMPANIES;  
ABF PROHIBITED FROM APPROACHING RESEARCH AND DEVICE COMPANIES 
 
PUBLIC EDUCATION 
 AAN moving into educating the public; perception that ABF only fundraise, but without 
education component, how will ABF connect with the public? 
 
FUNDRAISING FROM MEMBERS 
 Currently opt-out donations from annual dues collection, largest ABF fundraising line currently 

o Goes to clinical research training program 
o Member confusion because AANI not listed 
o View that it is done for tax purposes and to keep Admin costs in line for ABF  

 
STICKING TO PRECONCEIVED NOTIONS AS TO HOW ABF WILL FUNDRAISE   
 Member referral of patients: 

o Members may not ID potential donors to ABF because they are either uncomfortable to 
do so or because they want the patient to donate to their medical institution 

 Venture capitalists: 
o View that ABF “simply” has to ID a few high rollers 
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MEMBER REFERRAL OF PATIENTS TO ABF  
 Members may be uncomfortable or may want funds to go to home medical institution instead 

 
BREAKTHROUGH SCIENCE MAY COME FROM NON-NEUROLOGIST  
 Cure may come from gastroenterologist working on microbiome of intestinal flora and AAN 
members ask why ABF funding them 
 
WHY HAVE TWO 501©(3)S?  
 AANI supposed to do more with “research” going forward, how that impacts ABF, and vice 
versa is cloudy and ripe for two organizations stepping on each others toes  
 
ADVOCACY 
 AAN member-driven, advocacy position may be more nuanced, ABF may be able to go for 
simpler, catchy message, or might be ill-timed or too much from AAN perspective – could take 
neuro airspace when AAN emphasizing something else 
 Confusion in DC with all the similar-sounding organizations 

o Neurologists often viewed as proceduralists rather than GP of the brain 
 
AHA AND ACS MENTIONED AS MODELS BUT WE ARE RESEARCH-ORIENTED FOUNDATION 
 Have to walk before we can run – they are more than research foundation 
 
AAN PRODUCES ALL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY NOW: IS ABF GOING TO DEPEND ON AAN FOR 
CONTACTS AND SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION OR WILL IT GENERATE THOSE THINGS ITSELF? 
  
WHO IS FUNDING WHAT?  AANI ANGST 
 AANI angst that if they are doing the work they should get the money 
 Ok to give pharma and member money to ABF so long as no decrease/damage to work of AANI 
 
STAFF: BOTH REMEMBERING COMMON GOAL, COMMUNICATING, COMPROMISING, NOT 
WORRYING ABOUT WHO GETS THE CREDIT 
 

***** 
‘SUCCESS’:  What will it take for ABF to be successful? 

 
BE ABLE TO SAY: IF ABF WENT AWAY RIGHT NOW, AAN COULD NOT DO EVERYTHING ABF DOING  

 
INCREASING FUNDS THAT ARE AVAILABLE:  FUNDRAISE 

 
BROANDENING DONOR BASE SO NOT PRIMARILY AAN MEMBERS 
 Increase funds and sources of funds 
 Increase number of voices to spread the message(s) 
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 Make all donors (even $50) feel they matter 
 Explore cause marketing (lending your name to reputable organization where they pay for 

access and develop programs) 
o Ex: UNICEF and Pampers – buy diapers & $1 goes to immunization of a child 

 
ABF HAS TO BE ABLE TO SAY WHO IT IS 
 People waiting for answer to this question 
 AAN has teed it up now ABF has to commit 
 
CREATE MORE DETAILED VISION AND ACTUALLY EXECUTE PLAN 
 How relationship with public looks and feels 

o Answer question: why is it better to fund an umbrella organization (ABF) than a disease-
specific one? 

o Avoid oversimplification and comparisons to Cancer 
 How to make a clean break from AAN so do not serve two masters yet maintain mutually 

beneficial relationship 
 Start executing so AAN members and staff, along with public, start buying in 
 If we raise $X, this is what we will do with it 

o People want to see an impact, something done with their dollar 
o Fund something they can see and touch that is not funding rich doctors doing research 

 Going to take 3-5 years to get results, have to get started and try things 
o Set progress markers, year-by-year, if don’t see success in 3 years, then change  

 Do not change course every 6 months – Discipline, Focus, Patience, Accountability 
 Professional organization, each new Chair wants to make a mark – do not allow 

new Chair to cause shift in direction 
o More put into place, executed, more can perform good evaluation and then tweak 

 
CLEAR FOCUS 
 
MAINTAIN SOLID POSITIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH AAN AT SAME TIME AS SEVER TIES 
 Ex:  rebalance ABF Board so not AAN Member-driven yet AAN retains buy-in 

o Not number of AAN members on Board that matters, is having correct AAN influencers 
on ABF Board to take story and messages back to AAN 

o Joint summits for AAN and ABF rather than interlocking Boards 
 Get everyone at AAN/ABF on the same page 
 
BROADEN TALENT AND EXPERTISE ON ABF BOARD 
 
AAN STAFF AND AAN MEMBER BUY-IN TO COLLABORATION 
 Some AAN Staff influenced by history: 

o Ignore ABF existence 
o View/treat ABF as immature teenager 
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o Waiting it out (5 yrs) to pull the plug because they have seen dreams fail before & 
expect it to happen again 

 Create synergy around potential conflicts: 
o Potential corporate (pharma/device) donors 
o AANI clinical research fellowships 

 Do not use public pitch or non-MD spokesperson when pitching to AAN members – non-
physician asking physician for money will not work 

o Use focus groups to see what works/resonates 
 
CREATE COMPELLING STORY 
 Not just public awareness affliction rates of brain disease or existence of ABF 

o Public awareness of what neurologic disease/brain disease is that is easily 
understandable – people don’t know that Parkinson’s & autism connected 

 Storytelling is key to emotionally connect people to the issue, get them to care 
 
INVEST IN STAFFING 
 Need certain areas of expertise not available currently in ABF or AAN 

o Creating and telling the story:  marketing/communications/story creation expertise 
o Grant-writing 
o Corporate prospecting/development 
o Programming – ability to do more than just fundraise 

 Have good front-line people but need back-end support that has philanthropic, rather than 
membership/professional association-oriented spin 
 Make sure ABF staff understands how research and research culture works 

o Race against time with population that will have dementia quadrupling in next 20 years 
yet researchers not putting heads together to fix this and system – getting grants, need 
to be published – not designed for this at all 

o Go to labs, do deep dive, talk to people about their challenges, how process works 
o Invest in learning and understanding how other organizations are part of the project too 

–  do not be ignorant of other groups or protective of turf 
 
COLLABORATION 
 How to police ourselves in crowded philanthropic landscape so ABF not a threat to those who 

have existed before but all work towards same goals 
o How do we pool education & research funding  
o How do we use knowledge that is currently siloed and bring it together for monumental 

impact? 
 How to create synergy with AAN 
 Find right corporate partners and channels to communicate to public 
 Find right partners in the field – don’t have to create wins all by ourselves 

 
***** 
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AMERICAN BRAIN FOUNDATION 

STRATEGIC EVALUATION 

 

APPENDIX B 

 

SUMMARY OF ORGANIZATIONAL INVESTIGATION  

(December, 2015 - February, 2016)  

 

OVERVIEW 

 
 Information for this report was obtained from phone interviews with Senior Staff at each organization, examination 

of each organization’s web-site, annual reports and, when necessary, IRS Forms 990. 

 Data are the most current available and represent activity in years 2012 to 2015. 

 Each organization that participated will receive a copy of this Appendix B. 

 

FOUNDATIONS AND VOLUNTARY HEALTH ORGANIZATIONS PARTICIPATING  
          

 American Medical Association (AMA) Foundation 

 Rheumatology Research Foundation  

 College of American Pathology Foundation 

 RSNA Research and Education Foundation 

 American Academy of Family Physicians Foundation 

 American Heart Association/American Stroke Association (listed as American Heart Association in tables) 

 National Multiple Sclerosis (MS) Foundation 

 Alzheimer’s Association 

 Michael J. Fox Foundation 

 The ALS Association 

 Autism Speaks 

 American Brain Injury Association 
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EVALUATION OF ORGANIZATIONS 
 

 

DATA TABLES 
 

 

 

 

 

The following tables present specific information  

for this study and are the property of the  

American Brain Foundation 
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MEDICAL ASSOCIATION FOUNDATIONS:  GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE    

 

 

FOUNDATION 

 

#max 

allowable 

on Board 

 

Board Composition and Creation 

 

Expertise/Mix 

 

American Brain Foundation 

 

21 

(bylaws) 

-Voting members include: 

      -President AAN,  

      -Chair Neurology Now,  

      -Chair Research Advisory Comm  

-Exec Dir AAN & ABF, Pres-elect 

AAN non-voting members 

 

AMA Foundation 

22 

(bylaws 

ok 24) 

-3 mtgs/yr 

-Exec Comm (5) meets monthly 

- No non-AMA members currently 

- Have had public members in past 

- Looking to diversify gradually, w/ 

add’l expertise 

-Looking to shrink Bd size 

-AMA Bd ratifies Bd choices 

 

Rheumatology Research Foundation 

 

18 

2 ex officio 

-2 public (patient/lay), 1 corporate member 

-Purposefully overlapping Bds/leadership 

but only w/a few people: 

  -Sec & Treas serve both orgs 

  -non-voting Pres & Pres-Elect of ACR 

 

- 2 shared committees: 

     - Finance, Nominations 

 

College of American Pathology 

Foundation 

 

17 

-9 MDs (8 pathologists, 1 ob/gyn) 

-2 designated liasions between CAP & 

CAPF, also CAP CEO  

-4 MDs involved in CAP but NOT on Bd 

-Current Bd VP is layperson 

 

 

RNSA Research and Education 

Foundation 

 

12 

-Must be RSNA member (affiliate ok) 

-1 corporate seat 

-RSNA Exec Dir non-voting member 

-Overlap: must have 3 members who are – 

or have been – on RSNA Board 

-Academic & rpivate practice 

representation impt to reflect donors & org 

- RSNA Bd involved in Bd 

appointments & approves budget 

RSNAF submits – o/w RSNAF 

autonomous 

-Use non-Bd Committees for 

programs 
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American Academy of Family 

Physicians Foundation 

 

 

22 

-14 are MDs 

-Slotted seats: 3 corporate, 3 public, 3 

chapters 

- 2 AAFP Bd members, chosen by AAFP 

- Exec Dir serves as Secretary 

- AAFP approves Bd nominations 

 

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION FOUNDATION’S  RELATIONSHIP TO LINKED MEDICAL ASSOCIATION    

  

 

FOUNDATION 

 

NUTS & BOLTS 

 

SYNERGY 

American Brain Foundation -Fee agreement for shared staff (CFO, Genl 

Counsel, other), space usage, other services 

(HR, IT, Mkting/ Communications) 

-Formula used to establish annual fee 

(while prob good for ABF) is opaque 

- ABF in startup phase, not currently leveraged in 

public awareness, fundraising, marketing, research, 

advocacy, member awareness 

-Conflict-of-interest (potential/actual) & turf issues  

 

AMA Foundation 

- Annual master services agreement 

outlines what AMA provides in terms of 

administrative services and office space 

- Charged for financial services, rent, legal; 

office, computer, corporate facilities, 

communications/marketing are free 

- Annual review by both of service rates 

- Brand equity: AMA Name 

- C6 (AMA) can bask in glow of C3 

-AMAF can broaden AMA footprint  

- AMAF wants to further position itself to 

support/compliment strategic plan of AMA; will 

take time, people watching & waiting see results 

 

Rheumatology Research Foundation 

- Management Agreement w/ACR 

- RRF staff roughly 20% of all staff so 

RRF pays for 20% of overhead for bldg & 

functions (IT, accounting) 

- RRF ED on ACR Leadership Team 

-Run our own shop - Esp mkting/communications: 

- use ACR avenues for exposure but use our own 

when timing urgent 

- took 3-4 yrs to get balance b/c ACR membership 

not charitable org 

- Look for areas of overlap as ACR works w/others; 

PR/Advocacy, we are looped in, help where we can 

College of American Pathology Fndtn  - No info - No info 

RSNA Research and Education 

Foundation 

 - RSNAF not viewed as separate entity – culturally 

act as a whole 

- We give out most $ to radiologists outside of NIH 

so everyone understands our value 
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American Academy of Family 

Physicians Foundation 

 

-Administrative Services Agreement 

identifies what AAFPF will use: HR, IT, 

Accting, Legal, Mkting/Communications 

-AAFPF pays expenses (on a subsidized basis) & 

overhead 

-AAFP makes $$ donation to AAFPF – 5 yr 

commitment, been doing for 9 yrs 

 

VOLUNTARY HEALTH ORGANIZATIONS:  GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE    

 

 

Organization 

 

 

# serving 

on Board 

 

Board Composition and Creation 

 

Expertise/Mix 

American Heart Association 15 Directors 

7 Officers 

-Over last 7+ years reduced size of, & 

moved to competency-based, Board 

-Slots set aside for affiliates (originally 

56, then 15 in 1998, now 7 geographic) 

-Affiliates & national nominate people to 

nominating committee 

 

 

-Combo lay/medical (8Md, 1PhD) 

-Chair nonmedical, Pres medical 

-Chair-elect liaison for development 

-Standing Committees led by Board 

member (Communications, Advocacy, 

Consumer Health/Quality): look for 

strength to lead Committee first, leads to 

strong Board 

 

National MS Society 

33 (including 4 

officers) 

  

 

Alzheimer’s Association 

4 Officers 

11 Exec Comm  

20 Directors 

 (35 total) 

-Governance-oriented 

-2 MD, 1 PhD, 3 MD/PhD (no Officer) 

-Chair, Medical/Scientific Advisory 

Council on Exec Comm 

 

 

-Bd & staff diligent about expertise & 

representation – who rolling off, 

expertise needed 

-MSAC shapes philosophical direction of 

research program & ensures integrity of 

peer-review process for awarding grants 
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Michael J. Fox Foundation 

 

39 

-One MD on Board 

-Business, TV/entertainment, 

communications expertise 

-3 non-Bd, non-science Councils: 

Founder’s, Leadership, Patients 

-Executive Scientific Advisory Board (7), 

subset of SAB advises on overarching 

strategic & programmatic matters several 

times a yr 

-12+ scientists on staff 

-Scientific Advisory Board (37, but in 

practice even larger): leading researchers 

- academia & industry, clinicians, & 

experts from related fields who attend 

grant review assessments, workshops, & 

other relevant meetings. 

-In last yr used over 200 different 

scientific advisors 

 

Organization 

 

 

# serving 

on Board 

 

Board Composition and Creation 

 

Expertise/Mix 

 

The ALS Association 

 

28 

-39 chapters chartered under ALS Assoc 

-Board of Representatives (BOR): 1 rep 

each chapter, elects majority of Bd 

-Bd Chair appoints 8 (approved by BOR) 

-Bd meets 3x year 

- Chairman’s Council: past Chairs, 

honorary but used as advisors as needed 

 

 

Autism Speaks 

 

 

28 

-Meets quarterly 

-8 on Executive Committee 

 

 

 

American Brain Injury 

Association 

 

 

22 

- Bd member appointed for 1 yr initially 

(‘dating’), then up to 2 x 3 yr terms 

-President/CEO voting member 

-Medical Director non-voting member 

-2 MDs, 3 PhDs - not including Med Dir 

-Online Bd member documents/policies: 

job description; attendance; financial 

commitment; nomination; ethics 

-Moving to add business expertise to Bd 
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ORGANIZATION MISSION      
 

 

ORGANIZATION 

 

MISSION STATEMENT 

 

American Brain Foundation Supports vital research and education to discover causes, improved treatments, and cures for brain 

and other nervous system diseases. 

AMA Foundation To advance public health and medical scholarship through philanthropic support of physician-

directed initiatives. 

Rheumatology Research Foundation Dedicated to advancing treatment for patients living with rheumatic disease. 

 

College of American Pathology Foundation 

 

Champions patient-centered and humanitarian roles for pathologists. We strive to connect people, 

especially those in need, to the specialized, life-saving skills of pathologists. 

Our programs demonstrate the impact on patient care by the specialty of pathology and are made 

possible by support of CAP members, staff, corporations, foundations, patient advocacy groups, 

health institutions, and laboratory communities. 

 

RSNA Research and Education Foundation 

To improve patient care by supporting research and education in radiology and related scientific 

disciplines through funding grants and awards to individuals and institutions that will advance 

radiologic research, education and practice. 

American Academy of Family Physicians 

Foundation 

Advances the values of Family Medicine by promoting humanitarian, educational and scientific 

initiatives that improve the health of all people. 

American Heart Association Build healthier lives, free of cardiovascular diseases and stroke.  That single purpose drives all we 

do.  The need for our work is beyond question.  

National MS Society People with MS can live their best lives as we stop MS in its tracks, restore what has been lost and 

end MS forever. 

Alzheimer’s Association To eliminate Alzheimer’s disease through the advancement of research; to provide and enhance 

care and support for all affected; and to reduce the risk of dementia through the promotion of brain 

health. 

 

ORGANIZATION 

 

MISSION STATEMENT 
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Michael J. Fox Foundation 

 

Dedicated to finding a cure for Parkinson’s disease through an aggressively funded research 

agenda and to ensuring the development of improved therapies for those living with Parkinson’s 

today. 

The ALS Association To lead the fight to treat and cure ALS through global research and nationwide advocacy, while 

also empowering people with Lou Gehrig’s Disease and their families to live fuller lives by 

providing them with compassionate care and support. 

Autism Speaks 

 

Our goal is to change the future for all who struggle with an autism spectrum disorder. 

We are dedicated to funding global biomedical research into the causes, prevention, treatments 

and a possible cure for autism. We strive to raise public awareness about autism and its effects on 

individuals, families, and society: and we work to bring hope to all who deal with the hardships of 

this disorder. We are committed to raising the funds necessary to support these goals. 

Autism Speaks aims to bring the autism community together as one strong voice to urge the 

government and private sector to listen to our concerns and take action to address this urgent 

global health crisis. It is our firm belief that, working together, we will find the missing pieces of 

the puzzle. 

American Brain Injury Association To advance brain injury awareness, prevention, research, treatment and education and to improve 

the quality of life for all people affected by brain injury.  
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WHAT EACH ORGANIZATION FUNDS 

 

 

ORGANIZATION 

 

WHAT IS FUNDED 

 

American Brain Foundation Education (Bike Helmet Giveaway); Research (52 ongoing research fellowships) 

AMA Foundation Medical Education (medical students & residents, underrepresented minorities), Public Health 

Initiatives (grassroots public health & education projects & physician-led clinics providing free 

care), Awards (small amount on research seed grants). 

Rheumatology Research Foundation Workforce development (measured by increase in fellows over time) and innovative research. 

College of American Pathology Foundation 

 

See, Test & Treat: pathologist-led free cervical & breast-cancer screenings to underserved women; 

Various training awards, leadership development awards, lab quality assurance projects, program 

on medical ethics. 

RSNA Research and Education Foundation Types of grants: med student, research seed, resident/fellow, research scholar, ed scholar. 

Grants are 1-2 yrs. 2015:  93 awarded, $3.7M. Help radiologists be researchers. 

American Academy of Family Physicians 

Foundation 

Education, Research, Humanitarian – 3-pronged approach.  

American Heart Association Innovative research, fight for strong public health policies, provide critical tools & information to 

improve & save lives. 

‘We fund more cardiovascular research than any US org aside from the government.’ 

Provide science-based treatment guidelines to healthcare professionals. 

CPR training – 13M people/yr; publish cookbooks, certify heart-healthy food. 

Research 22%, Public Health Ed 36%, Prof Ed 14%, Community Service 7% (2013-14) 

National MS Society 2014: Research ($50M), Education ($38M – public & professional), Client/Community Service 

($60M), Support to Chapters ($38M).Currently focused on tracing hard line between each activity 

and its impact – rigorous metrics around each strategy; forced discipline. Also done outreach to 

people affected by MS & asked what they need – led to research shift to Wellness. We have 

stimulated research in that area. 

Funded 68 clinical fellowships, established 9 training centers. 
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ORGANIZATION 

 

WHAT IS FUNDED 

 

Alzheimer’s Association Enhance care & support, advance research, advocate. 

Org split in 2:  research side, public education/support side.  

Both parts core to org & pursuit of this disease. Hard to do both; don’t recommend it. 

Michael J. Fox Foundation 

 

Money raised goes to fund research: how quickly can a donation go to research?  

Not a bank, do not provide local care, no chapters.   

Priorities: Altering Disease 52%, Defining PD 22%, Untreated Symptoms 18%, Tools 8% Also 

serve as convenor as we gained trust of industry players over time. Created common lab tools 

ourselves so we can give access to grantees w/o being limited by academic licenses. 

The ALS Association Close to 100 active research projects selected through a peer review process of ALS scientists 

 

Autism Speaks 

 

60% science (historically) (around $25M) we are a science org, & we use that many ways – 

credibility, differentiation from others, not just asking others to fix things;  

10% advocacy ($4M) – example: got ins coverage;  

15-20% family services ($6-7M) (camp programs, hotline, town hall mtgs, ipad giveaway); 10% 

awareness ($4M) (communications, ‘light it up blue’, digital operations, outward-facing 

American Brain Injury Association Development of Guidelines for the Rehabilitation and Management of Adults with Moderate to 

Severe Traumatic Brain Injury: 3-year investigative grant to Brain Injury Research Center at Icahn 

School of Medicine, Mt Sinai. Goal: learn how much rehab adult patients w/moderate to severe 

TBI should receive, in what setting, at what time. Took 6 yrs to raise $1.2M. 
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ORGANIZATION STAFFING * 
 

Organization Number of 

staff 

Details  

 

American Brain Foundation 5 ED, 3 fundraising, 1 admin  

 

 

AMA Foundation 

 

11 

CEO, 5 development (annual fund, corp relations, major gifts, 2 support), finance, 

admin (including Bd), 2 programming, 1 communications 

 

 

 

Rheumatology Research Foundation 

 

20 

ED, coordinator (focused on admin/governance), 2 full-time finance, 3 full time 

marketing/communications (and 20% of 6-7 others), 4 program, 8 development (3 

inward-facing on data coordination, stewardship, prospect research, 5 on major gifts), 

many add’l shared w/ACR: 2 corporate relations, graphic designer, webmaster 

 

 

College of American Pathology Foundation 4 ED, Dir Fundraising, Dir Development, Manager - Programs, Manager – Operations  

 

 

RSNA Research and Education Foundation 

 

8 

ED of foundation:  50% foundation, 50% corp relations for RSNA; 4 fundraising 

(including 1 admin), Asst Dir for Bd/public relations; Asst Dir Grants;  

1 admin (75% on RSNAF, 25% corp relations). 

Asst ED RSNA handles finances for both organizations. 

 

 

 

American Academy of Family Physicians 

Foundation 

 

11-12  

ED of AAFPF is SVP of AAFP, fundraising role, strategic partnerships overlap – 

ensures things done in tandem where can, & proper opportunities going to each org. 

Gives flexibility to potential partner (c3 vs c6). 

 

American Heart Association >3,000 And 156 local offices  

National Multiple Sclerosis Society 266 National office only, not chapters.  

 

 

Alzheimer’s Association 

 

698 

  

 

                                                 
*The number of staff ranged widely, depending on whether the foundation was single-purpose or not.  All have Advisory Committees for application review. 
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Michael J. Fox Foundation 

 

109 

 

 

 

 

 

The ALS Association 

 

69 

  

 

 

Autism Speaks 

 

277 

 

21 offices 

 

 

 

American Brain Injury Association 

 

9 
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW OF ORGANIZATIONS 

 

 
 

Organization 

 

Year 

 

Program 

Funding 

 

Admin- 

Istration 

 

Fundraising 

 

Budget; Other Impacts on Budget 

 

 

American Brain Foundation 

 

2014 

 

73% 

grants/awards 

 

 

15% 

 

 

12% 

 

 

- Approx. $3.6M budget 

 

American Medical Association 

Foundation 

 

2015 

 

50% 

 

29% 

 

21% 

 

- Approx $2.7M budget 

 

Rheumatology Research Foundation 

 

this yr 

 

90% (10-yr 

rolling avg) 

 

10% (10-yr 

rolling avg) 

Past yr closer to 

86-14%: grew 

fundraising staff 

from 2 to 3 

 

- Approx $18M budget 

- $1M/yr from ACR last 10 yrs 

 

College of American Pathology 

Foundation 

 

2014 

 

75% 

 

17% 

 

8% 

 

-Approx $1M budget 

 

RSNA Research and Education 

Foundation 

 

2014 

 

90% 

 

4% 

 

6% 

 

-Salaries not figured into budget 

-93 (1-2 yr) grants, just over $3.4M (2015) 

-For every $1 granted, surveys show 

recipients receive $40 add’l grants 

-52% donations from individuals, 50% split 

between corporate (30%) & practice groups 

 

American Academy of Family Physicians 

Foundation 

 

2013 

 

75% 

 

9% 

 

16% 

 

-Approx $7M budget (2015) 

 

 

 

 

Organization 

 

Year 

 

Program 

Funding 

 

Admin- 

Istration 

 

Fundraising 

 

Budget; Other Impacts on Budget 
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American Heart Association 

FY 

ended 

6/30/15 

 

81% 

 

8% 

 

11% 

-Approx $783M budget:  Research $151M, 

   Prof Ed/Trng $122M, Public health $303M 

   Community Service $57M 

 

 

National Multiple Sclerosis Society*  

 

2014 

 

80.6% 

 

8.7% 

 

10.6% 

-Approx $230M budget: Research $50M,  

   Ed $38M, Service to chapters $38M,  

   Community service $60M 

 

 

Alzheimer’s Association 

 

2015 

 

78% 

 

6% 

 

16% 

 

-Approx $148M budget: Research $32.5M 

 

Michael J. Fox Foundation 

 

2014 

 

89% (since 

inception) 

 

3% (since 

inception) 

 

8% (since 

inception) 

- Approx $85M budget: Research $76M 

- Policy is not to have an endowment, spend 

on research 

 

 

ALS Association 

FY 

ended 

1/31/15 

 

80% 

 

5% 

 

15% 

-$115M from Ice Bucket Challenge in 2014 

-Approx $39M budget  (national office)  

      $85M combined w/chapters 

      (pre-Challenge, national office only)  

-Program Breakdown: Research 35% - 

    $13.6M, Public/prof ed 9% - $3.4M,    

    Patient/community services 36% - $14.3M 

 

 

Autism Speaks 

 

2014 

 

70.5% 

 

4.8% 

 

24.7% 

 

-Approx. $65M budget: Research $21M 

 

American Brain Injury Association 

 

2014 

 

73% 

 

15% 

 

12% 

 

- Approx. $2M budget 

 

Table amounts have been rounded. All numbers were obtained either from annual reports or interviews. 

 

  

                                                 
* Percentages from Charity Navigator, which does not allow for joint cost allocation with NMSS chapters; once consolidation has occurred, program percentage will be higher. 
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MAJOR FUNDING SOURCES 

 

 

ORGANIZATION 

 

SOURCES OF FUNDS (From interviews only) 

 

American Brain Foundation -5 year commitment from AAN 

-Opt out on dues for AAN members 

AMA Foundation -Current pool of potential donors is AMA House of Delegates 

-No opt-in or opt-out on dues 

Rheumatology Research Foundation -70% pharma, 30% individuals 

-ACR ($1M/yr for past 10 yrs) 

College of American Pathology Foundation 

 

-Corporate donors(industry-related), a few foundations, CAP members  

RSNA Research and Education Foundation -Association contributes 2x year (general amt in fall, extra grant $ in spring if it can) 

-52% individuals, 50% split between corporate and practice groups 

(Surveys show for every $1 granted by us, recipient receives $40 add’l for research) 

American Academy of Family Physicians 

Foundation 

-Corporate foundations, corporate partners and individual members. 

American Heart Association -Public support, unrestricted contributions, bequests, sales of educational materials, program fees 

National MS Society -90% special events & individual giving; rest from pharma and direct corporate support 

Alzheimer’s Association -Did not discuss 

Michael J. Fox Foundation 

 

-90% individual (66,000) donors, rest industry partners & employer matching programs  

The ALS Association -Did not discuss other than Ice Bucket Challenge 

Autism Speaks 

 

-Events, corporate (including in-store campaigns), major gifts (often restricted $), individuals 

American Brain Injury Association Events, donors mix of corporations & individuals (but predominantly individuals)  
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To preserve confidentiality, this section is a summary of findings and does not identify individual organizations. 

 

BOARD MEMBER DIRECT DONATIONS: 

 

Almost Every Organization Requires Board Member Donation 

 Standard seems to be about $1,000 (though a handful ask $10,000) 

 Allows organization to say Board giving is 100% - important for marketing 

 It is about Leadership not about Money 

o Amount set often is the minimum to be in “leadership circle” of organization’s donors 

o One larger organization has $5,000 minimum for leadership circle – ask Board to join but don’t require –  they can tell funders 

that 100% of leadership is behind the mission 

 One organization increases annual $500 give & $500 get requirement by 20% annually 

 Where it is not a requirement, can be source of contention – some think if they give time, do not need to give money, others disagree 

 Where “give or get” high – one organization sets it at $200,000 – only 10% succeed and can be deterrent to excellent Board service 

 Some linked medical associations require association Board member donations to foundation 

 One organization that does not have “give or get” minimum still has clear policy that the foundation should be member’s leading 

charity, knowing that ability to give varies by person 

 One organization has “Board Member Financial Commitment Form,” along with “Board Member Job Description, Nomination, 

Attendance Policy, Ethics Policy” forms on its Website 

 

BOARD MEMBER FUNDRAISING:  Varies by Organization 

 

Where there is no fundraising minimum for Board members, how is leadership involved?  

 A Development Advisory Council works on prospects 

 Fund Development Committee with 3 focused subcommittees:  individuals, corporations, private physician practices 

 

Example:  Leadership expected to give $1,000, and then treated just like any other donor prospect  

 

Example of Wholistic Approach:   

 Background:  Board fundraising goal of $15,000 was not working 

o  (1/3 met goal, 1/3 did ok, 1/3 not well at all), making Board members uncomfortable about serving (they didn’t want to fall 

short), was demoralizing, so change made: 
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 Board Resource Development Program:  Board helping staff raise $385,000 collectively by identifying, educating, cultivating, 

soliciting donations.  If a Board member assists staff in any of these activities, they get ‘credit’. 

 

 

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION FUNDRAISING OF MEMBERS 

Varies widely by organization: 
 Opt-in, Opt-out and not mentioned on membership form, depending on history and purpose of associated foundation 

 One group historically solicits only from medical association leadership, not members-at-large 
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